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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE: Dead Man Walking 

 

When my eyes could focus again, I saw I was pressed face down into the carpeting. I felt what 

must be Philippa’s blade pressing into my back.  

“Drop the charger,” she breathed in my ear, pressing harder.  

I thought about trying to zap her hand or arm but in my current position, there was no way I could 

reach it without being skewered.  

Dropping the gizmo, I held both hands out, hoping she wouldn’t notice it zip back to my belt on 

its retractable wire. She lifted me effortlessly to my feet and began a run for the door the woman had 

entered through.  

“Cover me!” she shouted.  

Since her people were desperately swatting away fiendish pixies or fending off Graves and 

Alistair, no one moved to help.  

One of the Deevs swooped close. Whipping her head around in a good imitation of a toothy viper, 

she grabbed it.  

With her teeth.  

The thing screeched. A nasty cracking crunch followed and it fell to the floor.  

She cracked me on the side of the head with the butt of the dagger and my knees gave way.  

I felt her arm lock around my waist and in defiance of all laws of gravity and physics, we soared 

across the office. Turning to the side she smashed through the door with her shoulder, splintering it in 

two.  

She was squeezing me so tightly around my midsection; I could hardly breathe.  

She let one of my arms free and said in my ear, “Open the door.”  

Blearily I saw we were indeed standing in front of another office door. Mindful of those gnashing 

teeth so close to my ear, I did what she said. We went through and she kicked it shut behind her. 

Letting me go, she shoved me through hard enough to throw me to my knees. I looked around, 

my heart beating way too fast and my breath hard to find.  



 

The office was large, furnished with a seating area on one side, meeting table on the other, and a 

large modern steel and glass desk at the back. A man was seated at the desk. He had his fingers laced 

together and he was watching us. He looked calm and unperturbed by the shouts and thumps coming from 

across the hall. 

I used the arm of one of the meeting chairs to pull myself to my feet. Philippa came up behind 

me, the point of her knife pressing into my spine. Neither of them spoke and for once I was at a loss for 

words. 

A howl of pain echoed through the closed door. I hoped it wasn’t one of the guys.  

The man stood and came around the desk. Tall and well built, he moved with an easy grace. A lot 

like Graves. His eyes were gray as stone and the expression on his narrow, thin-lipped face just as hard. 

He looked from Philippa to me and back again.  

This time a heavy thump in the hall made a group of framed certificates near the door shake and 

one fell to the floor, shattering the glass in the frame.  

“All hell is breaking loose,” Philippa said. “That damn Djinn brought this one,” she poked me 

with the knife, “through a mirror along with a horde of flying demons. Our contact within the Acolytes 

says opposition has organized and a strike team is on its way. We need to go.”  

“Through the mirror?” the man’s voice was deep and resonant. American. “Our timid little genie 

left his refuge?” 

She nodded, “Who’d of thought it? He hasn’t stirred out the door in three decades at least.” 

“Well, well, isn’t this an interesting development. Seems the little spirit here is more than she 

seemed,” and he laughed.  

The sound of his laugh was a slap across my face.  

I had an instant of vertigo and a sensation of falling.  

Two figures standing in front of me.  

The man laughed, “She won’t remember a thing. I depend on you for that.”  

A low growling sounded nearby was followed by a bang.  

The bark of a gun. Close enough to hurt my ears.  

Someone screamed. Me? 

 “Oh really? The dog?” said the woman’s voice, her tone scornful. 

“I hate dogs. Ridiculous stinking beasts.”  

A dog. My dog. The brown eyes belonged to my dog. Something brown and white and furry. 

Beyond that, I couldn’t bring the picture into focus.  

The pain came hot and sharp and terrible. A splash of red across my chest.  

“Careless, letting her see us,” said a woman’s voice, “I still don’t like it.” 



 

I was back. Kneeling on the floor.  

“You fucker! You shot my dog!” I jumped to my feet and ran, butting him head first in the gut. 

He fell backward onto the desk, cracking the back of his head. I hit him in the side with the phone 

charger.  

He gave a strangled cry.  

Moving for another charge and aiming for the testicles, I wasn’t fast enough. Philippa grabbed me 

by my hair and yanked. 

I struggled but she had my arms pinned in a second. She was far stronger than me.  

Inverness slid to the floor in a limp tumble of arms and legs.  

“Were you there too?” I said to Philippa over my shoulder, gritting my teeth against the pain of 

her grip. “When he killed my dog? When he killed me?”  

Because I remembered that much now. Not who I was or where I’d been when it happened. But I 

saw him. Holding the gun, looking at me.  Laughing.  

The face of the woman was still elusive. It wasn’t Philippa’s voice though, I was positive.  

She nudged the man not too gently with her foot. “Inverness! Wake up, damn it!” she shouted.  

He didn’t move.  

My brain put on the brakes, screeching to a stop. Inverness? The dead Inverness? 

I barely managed to get out, “What…” when the door burst open and Zayn ran in followed by a 

buzzing cloud of Deev.  

“Fuck,” Philippa cursed.  

At the same moment, the panoramic window on the other side of the room burst, sending glass 

shards flying.  

Philippa spread her wings to shield us. The scent of lavender and honey enveloped me.  

I barely had time to think, ‘Nephilim smell nice,’ when a shining vision of golden light entered 

the room and I was jerked off my feet. There was a sensation of breathlessly fast movement and we were 

out the window plummeting to the street forty stories below.  



 

CHAPTER THIRTY: Mommy Issues 

 

 

The ground rushed up so fast my scream stuck in my throat as every muscle locked. Seems that 

the frozen ‘deer in the headlights’ thing is real. I watched the ground and my doom coming and could not 

move. I couldn’t even close my eyes.  

At the last possible moment, an impossible pull of G-Force swept us back into the sky in defiance 

of gravity. Up, up we soared until we were thousands of feet over downtown Los Angeles skimming in 

and out of a thin bank of clouds. The air was cold, frigid, painful to breathe. What little breath I could 

suck in. My legs were hanging limply and the Angel’s grip – what else could it be but an angel – around 

my arms and waist squeezed so tightly I was gasping for air.  

The whoosh, whoosh of wings faded until all I could hear was a roaring in my head.  

On the verge of blacking out, I felt her fold her wings back and dive like an eagle hunting. The 

ground loomed up and I was reminded of my forced landing after the fall from Heaven.  

I hadn’t even been dead a week. I didn’t seem to be very good at this dead thing. Or maybe I was 

excellent at it and was about to die again. Perhaps setting a new heavenly record for successive deaths.  

My eyes were tightly closed to try and keep the vertigo in check. A crack and thump and I had the 

sensation we were once more inside an enclosed space. I was going to be sick and soon.  

The Angel’s grip loosened. I fell onto cold linoleum.  

Opening my eyes a crack I saw the toilet.  

Good thing too.  

After throwing up, I felt better. Not good, but better. My undead body shook off the after-effects 

of injury and etcetera quickly. Like being elbowed in the side of the head. I should have a concussion or a 

fractured skull or something because Nephilim can punch.   

Crawling out the bathroom door I saw who was standing there waiting. I tried to crawl back in.  

The Angel was maybe seven feet tall. Her auburn hair blew artfully in an unseen wind that 

billowed through her long, gossamer gown. Strands of pearls and shining medallions with intricate 

jeweled peacocks centered in each one covered her head and ears. 

 Her wings were peacock-colored and of my God, it was that damn Angel from the interrogation 

room!  Oprah…Orlando…Ophelia. Ophelia! The one who had kicked me out of heaven.  

She was part of the rebellion? 

I tried to crawl back into the bathroom and shut the door. No such luck. Spotting me, she yanked 

me up by the collar of my hoodie. I gagged as the material choked my throat. Dragging me, she walked – 

no floating like in Heaven – and jerked the mirror-door open.  With a shove that nearly sent me 



 

sprawling, I climbed unsteadily, bent double using my hands and feet to keep my balance.  She pushed 

me again, this time to take the side of the hallway with the Closet.  

Well, crap. She wanted to open the door. Why else would she be here? Then what did she need 

me for? I was going to ask her when a rumble-tumble of sound echoed from downstairs. 

“Finally,” said Ophelia on an annoyed exhalation of breath. “Useless girl.” 

I wasn’t sure if she meant me or someone else. 

“What took you so long,” she barked as Philippa appeared at the top of the stairs  

Ah, not me. 

“I’m sorry, Mother.” 

“Mother” I squawked. “This Angel is your Mother?” 

She ignored me.  

“The Order has mounted a counteroffensive,” she said breathlessly dropping Zayn in a 

heap. “Acolyte’s disguised as police are crawling all over the downtown Outpost. I barely got 

out.” 

She looked it. Her hair sticking out every which way from the Deev attack. Her dress was 

ripped. There was blood on her neck, ear, and forehead, and she wasn’t wearing any shoes.  

“Your mother?” I said again.  

Ophelia grabbed my shoulders and shook me till my skull rattled. “Oh, shut up.” 

“Mother?” I coughed out.  

Ophelia did an eye roll. “Idiot.”  

She probably meant me not her daughter. ‘Her daughter!” screamed my mind. ‘What the 

fuck?’ 

“What about Inverness?” Ophelia asked in a disinterested voice sort of like how you’d 

ask, ‘what about the bucket?’ 

Philippa shrugged her wings. “I didn’t see. By the time I beat off those damn pixies the 

Order’s people were in the hall. I grabbed this one,” she kicked the Djinn who was huddled on the 

floor his hands pressed over his eyes, shaking uncontrollably. “I got out through the office 

window, like you.”  

A look of annoyance crossed the Angel’s face. “Weasel that he is, I am sure Inverness is 

fine. Get him up,” she said redirecting her look to Zayn. “And put these on before he causes 

trouble.” 



 

“I don’t understand.”  Morgan piped up. She had questions, damn it. “What was all that 

with the horse-sucking demons and blowing Raoul up? I mean, how could that forward 

your Grand Plan?”  

Ophelia flipped her hand in a dismissive motion. “Not the Grand Plan. A small plan. We 

had a group of Angels who couldn’t make up their minds. Bunch of PETA types.” 

My soggy brain ran through similar sounding words. “Peta? Like pedophile?” 

Ophelia gave a bark of laughter. “We did do a number on your brain, didn’t we? Not 

Pedo. PETA. Animal loving fanatics. We staged the horse deaths and blamed it on Bethel.” She 

made a mock-horrified face. “Oh, dear, look at that nasty, evil animal-killing demon. Who will 

get justice for the helpless animals?” She switched to a pious look and brought her hands together 

as if in prayer. Then she laughed again. It was not a nice sound. “A couple of their group were 

still wavering. We blew up little Raoul and that did the trick.  The whole group threw in with us.” 

Her brilliant smile lit up the hall. Like a light bulb.  

 “But,” protested Morgan, “wasn’t Inverness the guy who initiated the investigation?” 

“Don’t be dense. It was all his plan. Devious little slime ball. He’s been one of us for 

years.” 

She handed Philippa a pair of metal cuffs with what looked like finger restraints attached 

and some sort of steel contraption with moving parts and levers.  

Angel gowns must have big pockets.  

The hall was cramped with the four of us crowded together. 

Philippa turned sideways, her wings taking up too much space, roughly attaching the 

complex restraints to his hands. She held the other contraption ready. 

Zayn was having a panic attack to end all panic attacks. Sweating and shaking, gasping 

for breath. Not only had he been outside, but I assume, given their speed, Philippa had flown him 

through the wild blue yonder. What with the journey through the mirror worlds, the poor Djinn 

was having his worst day in decades.  

“Philippa, there are two demons here. Find them.  I’ve been smelling their stink since we 

walked in and it leads up here.” 

Well, crap. I’d been hoping the girls would remain unnoticed in the heaven-proof room. I 

hadn’t known demons had a smell or I would have sprayed the place with deodorizer. Of course, 

Philippa knew exactly where they were.  

Zayn opened his eyes and we exchanged panic looks as Philippa wrenched open the door 

to my room.  



 

I couldn’t see much as Ophelia and her enormous wings blocked my view of that end of 

the hall.  

I caught a glimpse of leathery wings and heard shouts and shrieks and the sound of things 

breaking.  

Damn it, not my new stuff. 

 The Angel stretched out her free hand, a golden rope appeared, looped around and 

around her palm. The coils twisted and turned like it was alive.  She whispered a word that had 

the hair on the back of my neck stand on end. The rope snapped to attention, whipping out to fly 

into the other room. 

More shrieks and another even louder bang followed. Moments later, Philippa shoved 

Courtney and Madison through the door tightly bound with lengths of golden rope. 

Ophelia snapped her fingers and the girls fell to their knees, gasping as the rope 

tightened. 

“What the fuck?” shrieked one of the girls.  

Ophelia beckoned and Philippa dragged the girls wriggling and yelling into the hall. 

“Morgan!” one of them yelled.  

I was unable to answer since Ophelia’s hand was over my mouth. I tried to express my 

outrage via a dramatic lift of my eyebrows.  

Philippa came to stand again beside Zayn.  

The Djinn was trying to get some measure of control, practicing the breathing technique 

I’d showed him but I could see he was still in distress. The nasty tongue depressor could not have 

helped.  

Ophelia saw noted his condition, tsk, tsking, her disapproval. Laying her hands on his 

head she breathed a word. A beautiful, exquisite word that was all the colors of the rainbow as 

she breathed it into existence. I knew without knowing it was a healing word. Something 

powerful enough to bring you back from the edge of death. I wanted to snatch the word out of the 

air and hold it to me. Heal my broken fingers. But it was for Zayn and it fell glittering over him.  

Instantly Zayn’s color deepened, his breathing evened, and his muscles lost their locked-

in tension. Her angel mojo had restored his equilibrium in a moment. It was the first positive use 

of her power I had seen. And probably the last.  

“Are we better now?” she asked in a sarcastic tone. 

He looked at her and started to open his mouth. Before he could get a word out, Philippa 

whipped the weird metal contraption around his head and shoved the lever over his tongue, 



 

closing the whole thing with a snap. It was a gag. A horrible sort of one that locked his jaw in 

place and pushed his tongue down. He choked and coughed, the gag reflex momentarily taking 

over.   

“Can’t have you spitting out any of those Inferni spells can we?” Ophelia said with a tight 

smile, raising one delicate eyebrow. “Now, let get this show started. First, there is the matter of 

that pesky doorknob.” 

My stomach dropped. The ‘show’ meant they were going to open the Closet.  Open the 

door and let whatever was inside free. Though given there was only an Angel, a Nephilim, a 

Djinn, me, and two teenage demons here, I was not sure how she could accomplish that.  

“There is a spell on the doorknob to keep anyone from actually touching it. The spell 

must be removed before we can continue.” She slowly fanned her peacock-colored wings. “A 

closely guarded secret. Alistair doesn’t know it. We asked. Nor Graves.” She targeted Zayn with 

her laser-like stare. “That leaves you.” 

Zayn didn’t have much of a poker face.  

“Lawrence must have told you the spell before he left.” 

Lawrence was their previous Liaison. Zayn had told me that much.  

“ For some reason, he did not trust Philippa with it.” 

I snorted a hoarse, “Good call.” 

Which earned me a stinging slap from Philippa. 

“Ow!” I said trying to kick her. I would have connected if Ophelia hadn’t yanked me 

closer and wrapped her wings so tightly around me I gasped.  

“I need the spell now.” She indicated the Closet door with a lift of her chin. “If you 

please, Djinn.”  

She nodded at Philippa who flicked the lever on the bar inside his mouth.  

He shook his head. “I don’t…” he started to say.  

Philippa immediately snapped the metal bar back in place. 

Ophelia shook an admonishing finger at him. “Now, now, now. No other words except 

the spell. I know you’re pulling your magic to you.” She indicated the red-orange glow aimlessly 

circling the big man looking for something to hold on to.  “Will you say it?” 

He shook his head.  

Without any warning, she reached through her wing feathers, took my left hand and 

snapped the bone on my middle finger.  



 

I yelled in surprise and pain and would have sworn but a dozen feathers fastened over my 

mouth stifling my cry.   

“Now?” 

He shook his head again.  

She snapped the ring finger on the same hand. I choked trying to breathe through the 

stifled yelp, sniffles, and saliva filling my nose and mouth.  

She stroked my hair, twining it around her fingers in an intimate gesture that had me 

cringing. “What do you say, Zayn? Next, it’s her wrist, then her arm, and so forth. Fragile human 

bodies have so many breakable bits,” and she gave an exaggerated sigh. “She’ll heal, she’s 

Earthbound,  but then I shall break them again. And again.” 

I was trying to look brave but the tears running down my cheeks onto her wingtips gave 

truth to the lie. Scared was not a strong enough word.  

She took my arm and pulled it into view, I flinched seeing the crooked set to my fingers. 

She tightened her grip.  

Zayn held up his manacled hands and grunted a response. 

“Good choice.” 

Relief flooded through me as Philippa shifted to let Zayn approach the door.  I knew 

relief was probably not what a member of the Demon Slayer Squad was supposed to be feeling. 

Was I a coward for not wanting broken bones? Damnit, yes. I was a cowardly private 

investigator/cosmetic surgeon/psychologist/demon slayer. No wonder I liked to drink.  

She dropped my arm and her flight feathers squeezed me back to her chest. My broken 

fingers throbbed and the sudden movement made me nauseous. 

Philippa loosened the levers on Zayn’s torture gag freeing his mouth. Zayn licked his lips 

several times and cleared his throat. 

“Choose your words carefully,” Ophelia warned 

Zayn placed his hands near the simple metal doorknob. His fingers glowed a soft orange, 

heat waves rising in shimmering waves.  

He spoke or sang might be a better description. A sing-song rhythm repeated several 

times over.  

“Done,” he said.  

Philippa refastened the gag making Zayn choke as the metal lever forced his tongue 

down. Ophelia opened her wings and moved me brusquely to the side. I gasped, holding my left 

hand to my chest.  



 

There didn’t seem to be any obvious difference in the doorknob that I could see. Not so 

Philippa and her mother. They bent over the knob, each laying a hand upon it in turn.  

 Ophelia looked at me with a smile that had all my warning bells ringing. “Good. We can 

begin.” 

She poked me in the stomach with one wing. “Open it.” 

“I beg your pardon?” 

She poked me harder, “Open the door.”  

I looked at Zayn. He didn’t look confused, he looked scared. Well, that was 

understandable, we were trapped in the hallway with a couple of murderous Heavenly nut cases 

intent upon freeing some moldy old Gods. But what did that have to do with me opening the door 

and I said as much.  

“I can’t open it,” I said slowly as if explaining it to a small child. “I’m dead. Earthbound 

and down.” 

 “That does not matter. You are pure of heart.”  

“I am not!” I denied with all the indignation I could muster. “You take that 

back.”  Although my inner voice cleared its throat and said, ‘you know pure of heart is a good 

thing, right?’ 

I told my inner voice to shut the fuck up. 

“I assure you, your heart is pure, despite your mouth. Inverness and I went to a vast 

amount of trouble and murdered quite a few people until we located you. Not to mention the 

paperwork involved in shuffling all those columns from black to red.” 

I stared at her not knowing whether to believe it or not.  

“Why, why would you do that? Any of it?”  

“Idiot woman, haven’t you been paying attention?” Now Ophelia spoke slowly like I was 

the child. “We want to open the Closet doors. For that, we must have someone pure of heart to 

turn the handle. We located a dozen possible candidates. Murdered them and had them stationed 

at different outposts with the help of some bureaucratic juggling, blah, blah, blah.” She waved a 

hand in the air.  

Philippa’s hold on me shifted, I felt her stiffen. “You killed them? I thought…” she 

hesitated, “I thought Morgan was the only one.” 

“Really, Philippa, don’t be naïve? How can you conduct an experiment without 

subjects?” 

Philippa didn’t have an answer.  



 

“Through trial and error, we realized offering them a bribe to open the door automatically negated 

their purity if they chose to take it.” Her face turned reflective, “Yes. That was a bit of a learning curve. 

Pure-of-heart people are not plentiful in these troubled times. Back on the hunt, we went with our new 

formula. You were one of that new batch. Inverness found you. I had my lackeys jiggle the paperwork. 

You made the process easy for us by causing a ruckus.” 

I made a face at her. “Glad to be of service.” 

“And we inserted another Morgan, a man, in what should have been your sweet, pure-of-heart 

spot.” 

Inserted meant they’d killed him but that’s not what really mattered.  

“Wait, wait, wait. You mean someone has my cushy afterlife job? I wasn’t in the red?” 

She laughed a bubbly chuckle. “Very much the opposite.” 

“What was it? Cherry blossom fluffing? Seas shell arranging?” 

“Combing and braiding mermaids’ hair.” She paused, her face losing its smile. “That didn’t go so 

well. Appears the other Morgan had wandering hands. They fed him to the sharks. He’s not coming back 

from that.”  

My mouth dropped open and I pointed an accusing finger at her. “I was supposed to comb 

mermaids’ hair? Me?” 

“Yes, now open the damn door girl or I am going to start killing more people.” 

Philippa stepped forward between her mother and me. “Remind me, Mother, what other people 

are we killing?” asked Philippa, her voice almost sarcastic. “Aside from the pure-of-heart candidates, of 

course.”  

Ophelia gave an irritated flap to her wings. “The plan has always been to remove any Earthbound 

guarding the Outposts not already converted to our side. Changing sides after the fact is not a dependable 

judge of character. They could be spies, reporting to the Order. Much better to just remove them. As we 

did. Today.” 

“What?” Philippa said with deceptive quiet. “How many of the Earthbound on the West Coast are 

left?” 

“Five. Five remaining squad members on the West Coast.” 

Philippa’s wings sagged. “They’re all dead? Palm Springs? San Francisco? Portland…”  

“Yes, yes, yes,” Ophelia flexed her wings impatiently. “Phoenix came over to our side, though we 

couldn’t open the door. We’ll try again. There shouldn’t even be five. I told you to kill Alistair and Graves. I 

can tell from the heartbeat of the Outpost that they are still among the undead. Why is that?” 

“There was no reason,” Philippa protested. “Alistair was helping us. We promised to lift the penance 

of being an Alligator within the Outpost.” 



 

‘Aha!” I thought. That’s why Alistair dropped the threshold wards at Djinn and Tonic. He wanted to 

be human so he and Graves could be together.  

“And you believed I would do that? That I would care about the sniveling feelings of some horrid 

little Püca nothing?” 

“Yes,” she said softly. “I did.” 

“You told him what he needed to hear. And what I needed to hear was that you killed them.  I suppose 

you let Veronique live as well? 

“She is one of my charges. She will work with us.”  

“You don’t know that. As far as I am concerned she is a liability. Now I have to take care of all three 

of them myself. “ 

Philippa dropped her arms to her sides, as limp as her wings. “Mother, that’s not what we agreed. You 

would find those who could open the Closet doors and ignore the Earthbound once the rebellion began.” 

 “It was on a need-to-know basis. Judging by your actions today or should I say lack of them? You did 

not need to know.” She looked Philippa up and down, shaking her head. “Too much like your father. Never did 

have the stomach for the rough stuff. I shall have to choose my man more wisely next time.”  

 “But mother…” 

“Oh don’t ‘but Mother’ me!” she snapped, her aura turning flame-bright. “You told me the Order’s 

forces attacked Veronique’s office.” 

A wave of energy washed off her with enough power push to Philippa back. “Stop pretending. You 

told the Bureau we were there; I am sure you did.” 

 “No,” Philippa protested, shaking her head, “no. Not me. Look at my phone.”  She reached into her 

pocket, she was wearing a very fetching light blue pair of trousers with a retro navy and white argyle sweater, 

and pulled out the phone.  “See for yourself.”  

Releasing Philippa, Ophelia stepped away eyeing the phone suspiciously. “What secrets does it have 

to tell?”  

“It's a fucking Smartphone!” shouted Courtney. She had managed to push the rope down to her chin, 

freeing her mouth.  “A smartphone has no secrets.”  

Ophelia turned her headlight gaze on the girl.  

“Why would you say that?” she asked in a perfectly conversational tone as though she wasn’t talking 

to a demon princess currently tied up with her twin sister in a magical golden rope. A princess she probably 

was planning to murder long with me and Zayn.  

“Hold it up, let me see.” 

Ophelia did.  



 

“Yep. An iPhone. Who keeps criminal conspiracies on an iPhone? You use a burner. Cheap and 

cheerful from Wal Mart. My dad is a demon king. He taught me this in Kindergarten for fuck’s sake.” 

Philippa flushed – she and Zayn shared the same lack of poker face – and I suppressed a hysterical 

urge to laugh. 

Ophelia looked at the phone in disgust and threw it down the hall.  Her wings beat an agile as fingers, 

her flight feathers went under Philippa’s waistband to reveal a flat pouch on a nylon strap.  

Ophelia took a gleaming blue blade from a hidden sheath in the folds of her dress. 

Philippa gasped when she saw it and Zayn’s eyes widened in alarm. As usual, I looked at the knife 

completely clueless. It must be something scary, I thought.  

With a tiny flick, Ophelia cut the pouch away leaving a thin trickle of blood where the knife touched 

her daughter’s skin.  

Philippa seemed frozen in place as herm other unzipped the pouch and removed a thin black cell 

phone.  

“Hold it up, let me see.” Courtney struggled to turn her head.  

Ophelia snapped her fingers and the ropes relaxed slightly.  

“Ah. Better. Okay, I got it. Yep. That’s an Android. Probably cost forty dollars or so. You top it up 

with a prepaid card. Now that is a proper criminal cell phone.”  

 “What did you tell them oh daughter of mine?” Ophelia said in a voice guaranteed to make you pee 

your pants. Thank God it wasn’t turned on me. “Hmmn? Since they are not marching down Colorado 

Boulevard to kick in the door, you must have left Djinn and Tonic and our little Morgan out of the 

conversation. Why is that?”  

Philippa seemed unable to form words. I had a feeling up to this moment she thought she was 

getting away with whatever she was doing. 

Ophelia tapped in some numbers on the keypad and the screen opened. “She always uses the 

same passcode,” she said rustling her wings. “The street number from her father’s house. How can you be 

my blood and be so predictable?” 

Philippa slowly started edging toward the hall stairs. She must have the same uneasy feeling that 

was tugging my intestines down to my ankles. None of us non-Angels was in control of this situation. 

Ophelia was looking at the phone, tapping away until she put the speaker to her ear.  

Not having Angelic hearing, I couldn’t tell what the person on the other end said.  

Philippa, however, turned the shade of white bleach commercials promise to get your sheets. She 

was now no more than two steps away from the stairs and escape.  

“Playing both sides against the middle?” said her mother. “Well, well, not quite as stupid as I 

thought.” 



 

Ophelia crushed the phone with one hand. “But not quite smart enough.” 

“Mother,” she said pleadingly. “I needed to protect us. In case the rebellion failed. I was afraid.”  

“Of me?” asked Ophelia archly. 

“Of them hurting you.” 

“Oh dear. You do have that the wrong way around.”  

Philippa jumped for the stairs. She was fast but not full-on Celestial fast. A single blur of 

movement and Philippa was trapped in a prison of peacock wings, her back to Ophelia’s chest, her arms 

held to her sides.  

“Open the door, Morgan the magnificent.” She was holding the blade the color of Lapis Lazuli 

again.  

‘Oh!’ I said to myself. ‘I know what Lapis Lazuli is. Yeah!’  

“Morgan!” Ophelia snapped. “Pay attention.”  

“Sorry,” I said. “I remembered what your blade looks like. Lapis Lazuli.”  

The Angel cut her eyes to me and I flinched. Her stare was almost a physical weapon. Painful to 

meet. It must be a heavenly thing.  

She held the blade for me to admire and I tried to focus.  

“You’d think they’d have better security on the Divine Vaults. The blade’s name is Dolor, 

anguish. It was used in the last heavenly war to great effect. Its curse allows the user to kill any 

supernatural being. Not a full angel, of course, but.” She laid the blade against Philippa’s throat. “certainly a 

sniveling little traitor of a Nephilim. Not only that. The blade absorbs their soul.” 

Philippa seemed to shrink into herself.  

“You are not going to kill your daughter,” I said going for self-assurance but coming off more 

than a little squeaky.   

“You think not?” Ophelia said with a quirk of her brows. “She’s just a little abomination. I can 

always make another.” 

I hope I never see emotion like that on someone’s face again. Being called an abomination by her 

mother was like a gunshot to the heart. Because even I could tell the Angel meant it.   

A keening wail rose from behind the Closet door. The door bulged, faces pushing against it.  

“They know we are here. Let’s get on with it, Morgan.”  

Seeing the hard look in the Angel’s eyes, I thought the bitch just might do it.  

 “Well, fuck,” I said.  

Thunder rumbled a warning.  



 

Heaven, it appears, was still listening.  

Right. Me and my mouth.  

My big, fat, nasty mouth.  

Let Heaven hear this then.   

“Fuckingfuckfuckbitchbastardcocksuckingwhoremongerangelratbitch...” I shouted.  

I had more but the lightning rained down before I could say it, gouging holes in the hall carpet 

and smashing into everything and everyone.  Several bolts struck the Angel. Much to her surprise if the 

look on her face was any measure to go by.  

One bolt slid right between her bountiful angelic breasts. And had no effect at all. Heavenly 

lightning unfortunately does not scorch divine beings.  

The rest of us were squirming. Poor Courtney and Madison, tied up like pork roasts, took several 

hits. Zayn tried to roll out of the way but the metal in his manacles acted like a lightning rod and zapped 

him again and again.  

Dropping to my knees, I saw Zayn’s zippered jacket pocket ripple with movement and something 

small and sharp slice through the material. A Barbie doll-sized head and shoulders burst through the 

opening.  

 The Deev he’d caught in the mirror world.  

She was a lady Deev I could see now, all cinched into leather and rivets, her black hair in a 

complex net of braids.  

She wriggled and twisted and popped her wings as she dropped to the floor.  

Zayn said something to her in his language and her little face turned to him. 

The thunder and lightning were dying down but flashes were still blindingly bright in the narrow 

hall. Ophelia was swearing and Philippa struggling desperately.  

The Deev’s wings hummed and the creature rose nose to nose with Ophelia.  Ophelia’s eyes 

crossed as she tried to focus on the little being hovering in front of her. Screeching a war cry, the Deev 

shoved her sword into Ophelia’s eye. 

Immune to lightning?  Yes.  

Immune to sharp pixie objects? Not so much. 

Golden ochre spurted from the wound and the Angel screamed so loudly I heard the windows 

blow out in my bedroom.  

Ouch. I did not blame her for screaming. 

The lady Deev dove in again and again slashing with her sword. 



 

Philippa seized her chance as Ophelia’s wings loosened their hold from the shock of the wound. 

Smaller than her momma, Philippa shimmied like a snake from under the peacock-colored wings and ran 

not for the stairs but my room. Philippa knew the layout of this place better than anyone. There, she could 

escape through the window. 

As she ran she dropped something small and metallic. It rolled to a stop by Zayn’s legs.  

Ophelia swiped at the Deev but the creature spun and dived out of reach. Unfortunately, the game 

couldn’t last long. Angel wings had the dexterity of fingers. Three long feathers reached out to snatch the 

Deev as she swooped in for another hit. She flung the pixie away. The Deev hit the wall with a 

resounding smack and slid to the floor.  

I scuttled like a crab on my hands and knees to put the wall at my back and grab for my flashlight. 

At the other end of the hall, I heard a small cry, not much more than a gasp, and a thud.  

With my thumb on the Flashlight’s button, I whipped around, aiming it at Philippa’s bitch of a 

mother. The light beam sped, hitting with a resounding smack. A burn mark appeared on the back of her 

dress, charred edges peeling back to reveal smooth white flesh beneath. She reached around, feeling the 

gaping hole.  

“You dare?” she said in a whisper that sent a chill down my spine.  

Guess so because I thumbed the button again.  

This time the beam hit the exposed skin. More of the dress blackened but it seemed to have little effect 

on her, damn it. 

Ophelia’s eyes shifted from gold to scarlet burning like Zayn’s horns. She spread her fingers and the 

air ignited. The burning ball of energy hit me even as I touched the button on the Flashlight of Death again. 

The beam went wide, gouging a furrow in the ceiling as I flew backward all the way to the stairs.  

Things were a little fuzzy for a few moments after that. My vision was swimming and my chest 

burning. Crap! I was really burning. I smacked at the flames melting the polyester of my hoodie. 

My eyes flicked to the end of the hall and that’s when I saw Philippa. She’d made it across the 

threshold to my room before her mother decided that was far enough. The twisted metal handle of the dagger 

stuck out from between her shoulder blades.  

Rubbing my eyes back into focus I saw her legs twitch and her hand move.  

She wasn’t quite dead. I watched as she desperately inched forward, her beautiful wings dragging 

limply behind, trying to reach the window.  

Ophelia walked slowly closer, fanning her wings. She made a huffing sound of impatience as she 

tugged the dagger free.  

 Philippa had time for one short scream of pain before her mother leaned down on one knee and 

shoved it in again.  



 

She didn’t move after that.  

My own pain faded as the horror of what I’d witnessed blossomed like a bloodstain in my brain. 

Ophelia had murdered her daughter.  

Standing, she toed Philippa’s corpse, checking for any sign of life before pulling the dagger free.  

The utter callousness of that gesture was nauseating. One of the demon princesses began sobbing and 

the other started swearing.  

In a heartbeat, Ophelia was on top of me, the jagged knife again in her hand.  Her eye had already 

healed; I saw in that weird way you notice details when you’re scared. I figured she would stab me next, pure 

of heart or not.  

Instead, she grabbed the front of my jacket and with a negligent toss, sent me flying back to where 

Zayn lay in front of the Closet. He brought his arms up to break my fall but it still hurt.  

She walked back to us and purposefully wiped the blood from the dagger on Zayn's shirt front. 

“Now,” she said primly, “where were we?” 



 

CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE: Fury Animals 

 

 

My eyes shifted to Philippa’s body. Her wings had lost their peacock glory and were slowly turning 

the color of ash. “That wasn’t very smart. You just killed your bargaining chip.” 

 Another blur of motion and I was pinned against the wall with bruising force, her hand around my 

throat.  

“Have I?” she said, the scent of lilies enveloping me in a choking cloud. “That was merely a 

demonstration of intent.” 

“You can’t kill me,” I gasped, the pain in my chest making it hard to get the words out. I think I’d 

cracked a rib in that last fall.  “Who will open the door?” 

Saying nothing, she took the blue blade and cut my forearm. It sliced through the fabric of my 

clothes like they weren’t there. There was a moment of nothing before what felt like hot magma poured 

over my skin. I cried out in surprise as much as pain. It was like throwing a switch. 

I gasped trying to catch my breath.  

Slowly she made another mark. Drawing the blade along one side of my throat and then the other.  

I screamed again. 

 In fact, I just kept yelling at full volume.  

She said something but I couldn’t hear her over my own voice.  

Her wings gripped tighter and she slapped her free hand over my mouth.  

“For the love of...tone it down!”  

Easy for her to say.   

“This knife,” she said putting her mouth next to my ear so I wouldn’t miss her words, “will kill 

anything, even the heavenly dead. Just as it killed Philippa. I wanted you to know how the touch of the 

blade feels.”  

With that, she tossed me aside. I fell badly and my shoulder did something shoulders are not 

meant to do. For a moment, everything was a haze of nausea and pain, the roaring in my ears blotting out 

everything else.  

When the world came back into focus, I saw she had her wings wrapped around Zayn like a 

vise.  The beautiful blue dagger now hovered over his heart just as it had Philippa.  

Shifting laboriously to put my back to the wall, I managed to get to a sitting position.  Pain 

throbbed through my shoulder and chest in time to my pounding heart.  

Ophelia’s eyes stared into mine, the irises burning with golden light.  



 

“Nothing has changed, Morgan. You will open the door or now, I will kill Zayn. We both know 

he is not an Earthbound. He’s alive. As you used to be.” And she laughed, a light bubbly sound as if the 

whole situation was terribly amusing.   

Zayn stared at me intently, the flames in his horns high. His magic was a haze of red and yellow 

flame, flowing anxiously around him looking for a foothold. He’d said Inferni magic was as powerful as 

an Angel’s. She’d anticipated that of course. Hence the barbed cuffs encasing his hands up to the wrists 

and the gag crippled his ability to conjure. He was helpless.   

As if in response to his magic, Ophelia manifested her aura. Instead of gold, this time it was the 

cold blue of arctic ice.  

 He slowly shook his head. Trying to tell me not to give in. 

The motion did not escape her attention. 

“And if that is not enough of an incentive…” She stretched out a wing to point at the demon 

princesses. “I have two more.” 

“Fuck you, Angel bitch,” Courtney snarled, struggling hopelessly at the golden rope. “Our father 

will find you and strap you to a mountain like Prometheus and we will tear out your liver every freaking 

day!” 

Ophelia raised an eyebrow. “What a colorful image. Too bad your father is on the run. He’s 

probably abandoned you and is hiding in the Demon Lands like the sewer rat he is.” 

Courtney spat at her. 

Turning her attention back to me, she slowly and deliberately pushed the knife into Zayn’s 

shoulder. He gasped once, then clamped his mouth shut. He made no sound or indeed showed he was 

feeling any pain. The tightly clenched muscles in his jaw put the lie to that. But points for effort. 

“You will open this Closet and then another and another. Until we have freed all of the Chosen in 

the first wave.” 

“That escalated fast,” I said. “What are you going to do with all those old Gods running around 

raising havoc?”  

She ignored my question.  I felt it was a valid one. Who exactly was going to organize this new 

pantheon?  

The metal brace in Zayn’s mouth pushed his tongue down so all he could do was make croaking 

sounds in the back of his throat. “It’s okay,” his eyes were trying to say since his voice could not.  

Yeah, you know what? This wasn’t okay. Not at all. I wasn’t going to let her murder him and the 

Angel knew it. After all, she’d chosen me for precisely that quality.  



 

The Angel stared her gaze hard. No mercy there. Blood seeped from the wound in Zayn’s 

shoulder. She raised the knife again. I understood she would not hesitate. She’d kill him then work her 

way through Courtney and Madison and from there she’d snatch innocents off the street until the hall was 

piled with bodies. 

I’d learned a bit about myself over the past few days despite Heaven’s best efforts to the contrary. 

So far I had discovered I might be a private eye/psychologist/cosmetic surgeon with an interest in nostril 

shapes/ craft beer-loving/ slightly misanthropic woman who dearly liked to swear.   

In the hallway facing a heavenly Angel ready to commit mass murder, I learned something I was 

not. I was not a for the greater good kind of gal.  

Nope and nope.  

I was a ‘save the people or demons or Djinn in front of you at all costs’ person.  

I set my heels and braced myself against the wall sliding slowly and painfully into a standing 

position. Tottering to the opposite side of the hall I put my hand on the Closet doorknob. 

Turning the handle, I pulled. It came open with a disappointingly small amount of effort and 

drama. I’d expected a little resistance at least.  

At least Ophelia was pleased. She shoved Zayn aside and opened her arms triumphantly. Golden 

light flooded the hall and I think there might have been a fanfare of trumpets.  

In contrast to the blinding light suffusing the hall, the inside of the closet was inky black. I peered 

inside but all I heard was a dry rustling like bare branches in the wind.  

“Now you’re quiet?” I said to the empty space. 

The Angel grabbed me,  

“What the hell?” I said wriggling vainly against her steely grip. “I opened the damn door Let go 

of me, bitch.” 

Thunder rumbled. 

“Shut up!” I growled at heaven.  

“The Old Gods demand a sacrifice,” said Ophelia ominously. 

Well, shit I thought with a tremor of terror. Out of the frying pan into the fire as they say. Oh, 

cool. I remembered a saying.  

“Only a little blood,” she whispered. Her breath hot in my ear. “Many more Closets await you.”  

“Come forth,” she shouted, the dagger ready in her hand. “Come forth and receive your homage.” 

Ophelia had eyes only for the Closet. She didn’t notice, as I did, that the Deev was awake. The 

little warrior shook her braids and narrowed her enormous brown eyes taking in the situation. Wings 



 

down, she crept silently to Zayn. He lifted his arms and held her to one side of his face. She wriggled 

mightily, manipulating a cylindrical object something almost too large for her tiny hands.  

The bottom half of  Zayn’s gag fell to one side. The Deev tugged the thick lever off his tongue. 

She was holding the metal cylinder Philippa dropped. It was the key to the contraption on Zayn’s head. 

Oh, well done, Philippa. Whatever your reasons were, well done.  

Free to speak, Zayn shouted words quite as terrifying as anything the Angel had said. The words 

took actual shape in the air and a moment later a white tiger jumped through a portal in the ceiling and 

onto Ophelia’s back.  

I reached for the dagger, twisting her wrist. Dealing with a giant tiger attacking her being 

currently a top-of-mind issue, both her wings and her hold on the handle of the dagger loosened. I slipped 

down and out exactly as I’d seen Philippa do.  

Dagger in hand, I ran to Courtney and Madison. The blade sliced easily through the golden rope. 

The girls had to help each other to stand, their legs numb. I watched the rope reform itself into a single 

length. Before it could slither away, Madison snatched it up and whacked it twice against the wall. The 

rope hung limply in her hand. 

Ophelia and the tiger were in a running battle around the circular hall. Horrendous sounds came 

from the other side of the wall. I couldn’t tell which howls were the Angel and which the tiger.  

 I was rooting for the tiger.  

Grabbing the girls, I stumbled over to where Zayn stood. His head was free of the metal gag and 

he and the Deev were trying to get the manacles off his hands. The flames on his horns were burning 

brightly and his red aura was back, glowing around his shoulders.   

Ophelia and the tiger re-appeared at the other end of the hall, tripping over poor Philippa’s body 

and going down in a tumble of arms, legs, paws, claws, and teeth.  

And that’s when something came out of the closet. 

 Three somethings to be exact.  

They were moving so fast I only got a glimpse of wrinkly brown naked bodies and bat wings. The 

figures whipped around and around the circular hall like the racehorses at Santa Anita, screaming. Cracks 

appeared in the walls and ceiling. All of us dropped to the floor, pressing our hands over our ears, the 

sound painfully intense. 

Ophelia and the tiger were knocked up to the ceiling and back from the energy waves until they 

tumbled ass over tit to end up by our little tableau of desperation.  

The three winged figures screeched to a stop blocking my exit with the girls down the hall stairs. 

The tiger leaped over us to stand by Zayn. He put his hand around the beast’s neck. Its leg muscles were 



 

bunched, ready to leap back onto the angel. He said something to it in his own language and the tiger 

paused, tail lashing furiously.  

Ophelia tried to recover a measure of dignity, getting to her feet and smoothing her hair and the 

feathers on her wings. Her dress was hanging in shreds exposing a lot of skin.  

The three figures turned their back on her and faced me. I swallowed, my mouth dry.  

They had human faces. Sort of. The skin was tight across the bones of their cheeks and they 

looked almost exactly as they had when they pressed against the membrane of the door. AKA fucking 

terrifying. 

They were female, their breasts small, their brown hair loose and long. Everything about them 

was brown. Their skin, their wings, their eyes. Except their fangs and the curved talons on their hands and 

feet. Those were black.  

Wings flapping, they hovered effortlessly in place.  

Ophelia spread her arms wide and in a loud voice announced, “Welcome, Alecto, seeker of 

vengeance for moral crimes. Welcome, Magaera, justice for those wronged by theft and breakers of oaths. 

Welcome, Tisiphone, the scourge of murderers. We celebrate your return to this world and the justice you 

bring.”  

Zayn had his arms crossed in front of him and his head down like this all meant something.  

I looked at Courtney and Madison who were huddled on the ground, their arms around each 

other.  

“Furies,” whispered Courtney to me. “They’re the Greek Furies.”  

Awesome. If only I knew what that meant.  

The three figures, the Furies, kept their back to Ophelia and continued to stare at me.  

“Why did you free us?” they said in chorus.  

“The world needs justice,” Ophelia said taking a dramatic pose, chest out, wings back. “Justice 

denied to us by those bureaucrats in Heaven!”  

“That you are murdering to release,” I point out because it seemed to me, even in the moral 

ambiguity of this new life, that might be at cross purposes.  

She sneered at me.  

The Furies surged to the Angel forcing her to take a step back.  

“We are not speaking to you,” they snarled.  

Whirling back to me they growled out, “You. Daughter of man. Why did you free us?”  

Trying to keep all my bodily fluids in their proper places, I pointed at the Angel, “She said she 

was going to kill my friends if I didn’t open the damn door.” Might as well be honest.  



 

Ophelia made a dismissive motion with her wing. “Don’t listen to her. She is less than nothing. A 

tool to free you to dispense justice upon the world once more. That is all that should matter.”  

“Is it?” they hissed, turning on her. “Is that what matters?”  

Ophelia blinked and her aura of confidence dimmed slightly.  

Their leathery, bat-like faces swung back. “Is that what matters to you?” 

Eyes hard as stone, they stared at me. There was a momentary sensation of falling and I flung out 

my hands, bracing myself against the wall. I held my breath against a stab of pain in my heart. Everything 

turned gray. The events since I woke up in the heavenly waiting room played fast-forward through my 

mind. Everything from meeting the guys and fighting Squid-a-Puss and Octo-Bear to my shopping trip to 

Target and the fight for Djinn and Tonic.  

When my vision returned to the here and now, I saw I was on my knees. I looked like I was 

praying.  

The Furies had descended to the floor with me, leathery wings moving restlessly. They pushed 

their bony spines erect, their longs stick-thin legs bending backward at the knee like insects.  

“Did you wish to let us out?” they asked.  

It took me a few moments to catch my breath. “I didn’t…” I gave a little gasp as my shoulder 

throbbed and my broken fingers ached. “I didn’t particularly want or not want to. My friends warned me 

not to open the door because the things inside could cause chaos.” I shrugged. “When push came to 

shove, I chose my friends’ lives over chaos.”  

They grinned, showing their black teeth.  

 I felt my gorge rise. The grinning was worse than the frowns. 

One of the Furies reached out a hand and I felt my insides shrivel in fear. All the monster did was 

stroke my cheek gently.  

It smiled again and I gagged.  

“Sorry,” I mumbled. 

The Fury raised an eyebrow. She looked almost amused.  

Their wings beat in time and the smell of burned charcoal surrounded me. 

Ophelia made a sound of impatience, “You are free. I have freed you.”  

The three whirled around and confronted the Angel. 

“No. This woman freed us. You think we are your servants to command?”  

Their voices made my tender bits clench in fear. 

Ophelia seemed to think she had the upper hand, being an Angel and all. She was probably used 

to being top dog. Personally, I thought she was kidding herself. These women were terrifying.  



 

I glanced at Zahn. He had his head down and was nervously stroking the tiger. The girls were 

watching. They looked more interested than frightened.   

“Of course not,” she conceded not very convincingly. “You are powerful deities.” She made a 

gracious bow. “We are your allies. My job was to free you to pursue your roles. To seek justice for those 

who cannot.”  

Oops, I thought. Maybe not the wisest choice of words from someone who murdered her own 

daughter a few minutes ago. 

The three women smiled. “Yesss,” they hissed, voices cold as ice vapor. “Justice.” 

They laughed, maybe. Anyway, they made a nails-on-the-blackboard snorting sound I thought 

was a laugh.   

They moved back to stand in front of me, wings beating, the smell of charcoal stronger. I 

flinched, I admit it.   

 “We do not come for you,” they said in chorus.  

 “Thank you?” I said hoping that was the correct response.  

All three cocked their heads in a creepy reptilian sort of gesture. 

They moved to Zayn, staring at him just as intently.  

He met their eyes, fingers clenched in the tiger’s fur.  

“We did not come for you,” they said at last.  

He gave an audible sigh of relief and his shoulders sagged. He muttered what sounded like a 

prayer under his breath and the white tiger gave him a sloppy kiss across his face. 

Ophelia was practically tapping her foot in impatience. Anxious to get on with whatever murders 

she had planned for the day.  

They flew to the demon twins.  

The girls got to their feet, flipping their wings out of their magical pockets. Holding hands, they 

stared defiantly back at the Furies.  

After a time, the three said, “We do not come for you.” 

“Too fucking right,” said Courtney pumping the air with one fist. 

Madison gave a little gasp of relief. She lacked Courtney’s in-your-face bravado. And who could 

blame her? 

I was scared but ignorant. Zayn and the girls appeared to know the danger they were facing. I 

understood I ought to be much more frightened than I was.   

The three winged-women did a loop-the-loop within the impossibly small space of the hall to face 

me again.  

They laughed their razor-edged laugh and I realized I was trembling.  



 

“Speak, Pure of Heart. Wrongfully killed. Do you wish for justice? If so, command us.”  

I looked at Zayn who said, “They mean against your murderers.”   

 “Do not dare!” shouted Ophelia. 

“Do it,” chorused Madison and Courtney. 

They gestured from the Lapis Lazuli-colored blade I still held to Ophelia. “We grant you 

permission to kill her.”  

I dropped the blade from me as if it burned. “Oh, hell no! I’m not a psychopath.” At least not 

according to the Myers-Briggs tests I’d found on the internet the other day. Maybe a few sociopathic 

tendencies but not a psycho. The puppies and kittens quiz supported those findings as well. Also, the 

dessert ranking.  

They smiled again all teeth and black staring eyes, hovering a foot off the worn Persian hall 

carpet 

“But…but wait. Someone else might have a different opinion.” I pointed at the body splayed 

across my doorway. “About justice.” 

Three heads periscoped around as if they had just noticed the corpse.  

 “That’s Philippa,” I said. “She was murdered.”   

“By you?” 

“No!” I said horrified. “Jeez ladies, get with the program.” I waved at the twins, Zayn, and me. 

The little Deev flew up and I included her. “We are the victims in today’s little drama.”  

They nodded. “Understood. Was her death just or unjust?”  

I snorted. I didn’t like Philippa. She had been part of this nasty conspiracy, but murdered by her 

mom? That was cold.  

“Ask her,” I said. “You can do that, can’t you?”  

They zipped over to Philippa’s corpse, hovering around her, wings beating quietly. The burnt 

charcoal smell drifted down the hall.  

“Shade of Philippa the half-Angel,” they called, “show yourself.”  

Ophelia turned to watch them.  

Courtney and Madison were near enough to the steps to make a run for it and Ophelia only had 

eyes for the Furies.  

I made a scooting motion with my hands, mouthing, ‘Go, go!’ 

They shook their heads. 

“Go!” I whispered urgently. 

They stayed where they were.  

Damn it. Why were teenagers such idiots?  I was so going to yell at them if I survived.  



 

A black mist rose from Philippa’s body and I was this close to saying ‘Fuck you all, you’re on 

your own,’ and taking the stairs myself. 

The mist coalesced into a human shape.  

“What is your tale of woe?” they asked, their razor-edged voices as one.  

The smoky shadow put its hands over its eyes and began to cry silently. At least that’s what I 

assumed it was doing. Also, it wasn’t an it. This was Philippa’s ghost. She was crying.  

Philippa’s eyes lifted, they were white, sightless. “Weep for me. My mother betrayed and 

murdered me.” 

“You betrayed me first!” screamed Ophelia.  

Which was true, but Mom was still among the living. Or whatever Angels were.  

All three faces stayed fixed on Philippa.  

“I loved her,” said her ghost, “and she stabbed me, her child, with a cursed dagger. The dagger 

has robbed me of my soul. There will be no rest. No peace for me.” She moaned, a cold sound of 

desperation.  

“You were wrongfully murdered. Do you wish for vengeance?” asked the Furies.  

The ghost nodded.  

“Against whom?” 

She pointed at her mother.  

‘Oh, hell yes!’ I thought.  

“Kick her ass!” shouted Courtney.  

“Bzz bazuzz bazz!” yelled the little Deev, waving her scimitar. 

I assumed that was ‘kick her ass’ in Deev speak.  

Philippa’s body dissolved, clothing and all, falling to ash. A cold wind flew in from my broken 

window. It swirled the ash around into a little dust devil. All that was left of Philippa spun up and outside, 

dust in the wind.  

Poor Philippa.  

The Furies howled. A horrible sound that made my inside bits shrivel more.  

Ophelia realized a little too late that she was no longer in charge of the night’s festivities.  

They flew at the Angel, claws out.  

Ophelia flamed in a halo of golden fire. Her peacock wings flaring with light.  

We all moved back. 

Flaming balls of energy formed in both hands. She threw them at the Furies. The women batted 

them away easily.  



 

They fell on the carpet and rapidly burned holes into the floorboards. None of us moved to put 

them out.  

Ophelia beat her wings creating a whirlwind.  

We all held onto each other and the Deev crawled into Zayn’s shirt to keep from being blown 

away. Lucky for us, the wind smothered the flames in the carpet instead of fanning them.  

In response, the Furies gently flapped their wings as though the tempest was no more than a 

pleasant summer breeze.  

Ophelia crouched, balling her hands into fists and apparently preparing to go mano a mano.  

The Furies had had enough of playtime. They opened their mouths and vomited forth buckets of 

black filaments that hung in the air. All three screamed out a command that sent the strands hurtling at 

Ophelia.  

She flamed on again and the heat melted the first wave but not the second, or third, or fourth. The 

Furies moved their hands in complex gestures directing the filaments to wrap Ophelia tighter and tighter. 

Flames squeezed through a few tiny openings but soon even those were extinguished. In moments, she 

was encased in a matte black cocoon until only her golden eyes and her mouth showed. 

The Furies began to cackle, laughing so hard they could barely keep their wings flapping. They 

slapped each other on the back and howled. Good times for justice demons.  

Unbalanced, Ophelia tumbled forward, still struggling. 

 “You cannot break the web of justice because you are unjust, foolish Angel,” said one of the 

Furies.  

“I serve the Old Gods,” Ophelia gasped. Her voice was loud, demanding. She obviously believed 

she was in the right.  “As do you!”  

They laughed sounding like nails on a chalkboard.  

“Angel of the New Order. We serve the light with our darkness. There are no laws but our own.”  

They zipped over to me and I fell back onto my butt in surprise, my arms in front of my face. 

They cackled some more and one of them grabbed hold and pulled me back to my feet.  

“Awk,” I croaked.  

She patted me on my head like a puppy and smiled her ghastly smile.  

“We will meet again, daughter of man,” they said.  

“Oh hell no!” burst out before I could stop myself.  

Heaven ignored this outburst, they were probably just as surprised at this turn of events as I was.  

All three laughed and one of them gave me a bony hug.  

“You will teach us of this new world,” they declared in chorus. 

I managed to keep my mouth shut but I was screaming on the inside.   



 

The Furies grabbed Ophelia and crashed through the ceiling as if it was made of cardboard. 

Howling, they flew up and out into the night sky.  

Plaster, concrete, and dust rained down on us.  

‘What the fuck?” I shouted after them, shaking a fist. “Don't’ they have doors where you’re 

from!” 



 

CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO: Home is Where the Horde is 

 

 

We sat helter-skelter in the hallway, slumped with our backs against the wall. A cold wind blew 

through the hole in the ceiling. 

The tiger lay sprawled across Courtney’s lap licking its paws as the demon princess and her sister 

scratched the white tufted ears.  

The lady Deev was grooming Zayn’s hair trying to weave it into tiny braids to match her own.  

I gave Zayn’s knee a shove. “You stuffed her in your pocket. Why is she being nice?”  

“She says since I bested her in battle I am now her consort and a king of the Deevs for twelve 

moons.” 

I eyed the little warrior speculatively. “She’s like nine inches tall how is that going to work?” 

He grimaced. “Get your mind out of the gutter, Morgan. It’s an honorary title.”  

“Also, how is stuffing her in your pocket a battle?” 

Zayn frowned at me. “Hey, I don’t make the rules.”  

A crash on the opposite side of the hall made us all jump. It sounded like glass shattering. Maybe 

a window in Graves or Alistair’s room.  

A howling black swarm swooped into the hall. 

Courtney and Madison squeaked, “Bats!” and the tiger reared back on its hind legs, claws out to 

protect them. 

I pulled my hood up and threw my arms over my head knowing they weren’t bats but the Queen’s 

rabid little army. Couldn’t supernatural creatures use doors like the rest of us? Was it so hard?  

Zayn groaned, tried to get to his feet, gave up, and sat back on the floor. The Queen flew between 

him and her soldiers, arms out in a commanding pose. 

She shouted and the horde screeched to a stop in cartoon fashion. I half expected them to form a 

question mark in the air with their bodies. 

The Queen talked rapidly, spitting out the words rapid-fire, gesturing from herself to Zayn. 

Curious, the tiger padded over. A couple of Deev, also curious, flew in for a closer look.  

Too close.  

The tiger’s jaws snapped.  

“Alizee!” Zayn shouted. “Spit them out!”   

The Tiger gave him a stubborn look. 

“Zee!” Zayn said with a warning look. “Don’t make me come over there.”  



 

Reluctantly, it opened its mouth and dropped the two small soldiers covered in tiger spit.  

I watched as it licked its whiskers and returned to Courtney’s lap. “Your tiger understands 

English?”  

“Alizee is an Inferni construct, she understands all languages. I will use English for your sake. 

You need to get to know her.” 

“Because…” I prodded.  

“I wished for her, as a Djinn I did this. That means I cannot easily un-wish her. If someone else 

asks for her by name, she will go. Until then,” he shrugged, “she’s ours.”  

Great.  

We had a gator, a man-eating wolf, and now a magical white tiger. What would Trahn say?  

Speaking of Trahn. “Won’t she eat the customers?” 

“No. Ow!” he spoke sharply to the Queen Deev who had returned to braiding his hair. “Not 

unless someone threatens us. The wards are still down in case you can’t feel them. We need a guardian. 

Alizee is a protective deity. Also, she does not need to eat real food. She sups on spiritual energy and I 

can provide her with that.” 

The tiger harrumphed.  

“And occasional snacks,” he added.  

The horde gathered around their Queen’s new consort watched by the tiger.  

They looked pretty snack-sized to me.  

The Queen posed and preened, looking very proud of this giant addition to their merry band of 

warriors. I had an uneasy feeling they were going to be staying as well. 

“How are your fingers?” he asked pointing to my hand.  

I’d forgotten. Too much going on. I held my hand up and gritting my teeth, tried to bend them. 

They hurt but not like before. “Healing I guess.” Attempting to flex my shoulder, I grimaced. “Ow, ow, 

ow. That still hurts.”   

He motioned for me to come closer. “Let me see.”  

“Do you think it’s dislocated?” I asked. 

His hand gripped my shoulder and forearm near the elbow, gently flexing the joint. With a jerk, 

he snapped my shoulder forward.  

I screeched.  

“Not anymore.” 

I’d have kicked him if I wasn’t sitting down.  

“Why did you do that?” 

“Wounds heal quickly. However, a dislocation is not going to fix itself.” He smiled wanly.  



 

Sitting next to him I could see blood was till seeping down his jacket from Ophelia’s knife.  

“If wounds heal, then why are you still bleeding? You Djinn have super healing power too, 

right?”  

“You said Djinn,” he clapped his hands. “Yay. Not genie. Thank you.”  

I struck a pose, “Yes, I can be taught! But seriously. Why?”  

He pointed at the blue blade in my hand. I still had Ophelia’s weapon.  

 “That weapon is cursed. When it cuts a supernatural, they are hurt as if they were human.” He 

indicated the wound with a flick of his chin. “Infection shouldn’t be a problem. It’s a magical blade after 

all.  However, this,” he pointed at his shoulder, “will take as much time to heal as if I was a normal man.”  

I looked at the blade suddenly unsure if it was a good idea to hold onto it or not.  

 “Keep it,” said Zayn, following my train of thought. “Such a weapon will be invaluable in the 

battles to come.” 

I didn’t like the sound of that. “What battles to come?” 

“Ophelia indicated they had at least one more pure soul like yours. Other Closets have probably 

been opened. Who knows what has been released? The Cabal has Angels and Nephilim on their side as 

well. Restoring balance to the world order will not be easy.”  

I would think about that later.  Zayn was hurt here and now.  

“Do you know if Alistair or Graves has a First Aid Kit?”  

“Probably Alistair. He’s very organized.”  

Madison left off petting Alizee and joined us. A squad of Deevs rose to block her way, waving 

their weapons and shrilling little warbling war cries. 

Madison laughed, upsetting the little warriors.  

Zayn looked at the Queen and she waved them back.  

“These guys are too cute,” Madison said dropping a gracious curtsey to the Queen who received 

it with a regal nod. “I’ll get the kit, tell me where.”  

“Bathroom. Other side of the hall,” Zayn pointed. “Look under the sink.” 

 She was back in a minute and began unpacking bandages, antibacterial ointment, even several 

sets of sterile butterfly stitches. “I’ve been taking some pre-Med classes at school. I’m going to be a 

pharmacist.”  

“For your dad’s drug-running?” I said.  

She looked at Zayn “Takes one to know one.”  

Madison gently cut away Zayn’s shirt with a pair of narrow scissors from the kit. “I can treat this, 

no problem.”  

“Who’s hungry?” Courtney asked, joining us.  



 

My uninjured hand shot up. “Me, me!”  

Alizee whuffled a distinctly tiger-ishsound. I took it to be, “Me, too,” in tiger talk. 

 So much for ‘spiritual’ sustenance, Zayn. 

“Can I?” Courtney asked Zayn. He oversaw the kitchen, after all.  

“Help yourselves. The rooms a wreck. Look in the pantry.”  

Courtney went down the stairs accompanied by Alizee and a cloud of Deev warriors. 

Madison had finished patching up Zayn by the time her sister returned bearing a tray piled high 

with what looked like bags of chips and popcorn, a cheese plate, and a mountain of cold cuts. The Deev 

carried smaller bags of crisps, two warriors winging it with one bag. Alizee pranced into the hall, the 

handle of a bucket in her jaws. The bucket held drink cans and bottles.  

We fell on the snacks like ravenous beasts.  

Salt is a wonderful thing, I reflected, polishing off an entire family-sized bag of cheddar-flavored 

Skinny Pop.  

The faces of the Deev were bright orange as they discovered the joys of Cheetos.  

Alizee preferred a mix of cheese, cold cuts, and salt and vinegar chips. Supping on spiritual 

whatever my ass.  

The twins just ate anything they could get their hands on.  

Zayn stuck to organic bottled green tea. He was no fun.  

A crash from downstairs had us all on our feet – or paws. 

“Now what?’ I thought with an exhausted sigh as I brushed popcorn off the front of my nylon 

hoodie. It had miraculously resorted itself to pristine condition after being partially melted. Much like my 

fingers which I could bend again.   

Zayn rose painfully to his feet to stand beside me and the Deevs swarmed around him, scimitars 

waving.  

Stefan ran up the stairs and into the hall, a short sword in one hand and a pistol in the other. He 

was dressed in Kevlar and leather and my heart jumped.  

I guess I liked men in body armor? My past life must have been so strange. Pure of heart but not 

libido. 

“False alarm!” I shouted. “One of ours.”  

Stefan skidded to a stop at the sight of me and Zayn, our battalion of little people, and the piles of 

empty chip bags. He spied the girls and kicked back into action, squeezing around us and yelling their 

names.  

Courtney and Madison ran to greet him but Zee was faster. She leaped over the girls to crash land 

on Stefan. He went down and all that showed from beneath the enormous white tiger were his feet 



 

 “Ahhh!” he cried in a muffled voice.  

The girls yelled, “Zee, he’s friendly. Don’t hurt him.” 

Zee growled in a way I would not construe as friendly. Stefan thought so as well and managed to 

extricate his pistol.  

Madison grabbed the gun and Courtney tugged at the tiger’s neck. “It’s okay, he’s our brother. 

He’s here to help.”  

“Day late and a dollar short,” I mumbled under my breath.  

The girls convinced Alizee Stefan was no threat. Still straddling the man, Alizee apologized by 

vigorously licking Stefan’s head and face.  

“Gah!” he choked out around the wide, sandpapery tongue.  

Once he was extricated from Alizee’s enthusiastic embrace, Stefan quickly brought us up to date 

on what was happening in the big wide world. It wasn’t terrible but it wasn’t good either.  

A temple to Athena had sprouted up on Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills where the Louis Vuitton 

store had been. Ionic columns and all.  When the Vuitton store exploded, it scattered bags, wallets, and 

key fobs up and down Rodeo Drive with the expected results.  

“Two-thousand-dollar leather goods falling from the sky? It was mayhem,” he shook his head. 

“Not pretty. Jimmy Choo heels can be lethal weapons in the right hands.” 

Madison punched him in the arm. “You were at a Vuitton riot and didn’t think to get anything for 

us?” 

Stefan smiled a sly grin and from under his Flak vest pulled out two long zippered-wallets with 

what I assumed was the store logo. So far the name hadn’t triggered any bells in my spongy memory. 

Given the price tags and the chaos, it had to be exclusive.  

“Taadaa!” Stefan sang. 

The girls grabbed the wallets, squealing in delight, and covered him with sisterly kisses. Alizee 

thought this was a signal for kisses in general. She knocked Stefan over and straddling him again, licked 

his cheeks as he struggled.  

“Help!’ he called as Courtney and Madison tugged the tiger off.  

“Will you control that animal!” Stefan said irritably, sitting up and wiping his face with one 

sleeve.  

The girls showed the tiger their new wallets and the animal rumbled in appreciation.  

Stefan got to his feet. “Morgan, I can’t thank you enough for protecting my sisters.” He handed 

me what I saw was a phone case and an adorable gold key fob with what I now understood was the 

Vuitton logo. “This is nothing but I wanted you to know I was thinking of you.” 

“That’s stolen property,” said Zayn all gruff and serious.  



 

“Shut up genie without a lamp,” I replied, equally serious. “You poison our customers.” 

“In a good way!” he protested. 

“Does he poison your customers?” asked Stefan with interest. “That seems counter-intuitive to a 

successful business plan.”  

“They’re not poisoned, they’re addicted,” Zayn said stabbing a finger at him. “There’s a 

difference.” 

Stefan gave him a searching look, “Are you sure you’re not a demon?”  

Zayn sniffed and turned his back on us.  

“I thought, since you Earthbound keep your money on your phones, a designer phone case might 

be better than a wallet.”  

“How do you know that?”  

 “Your side and our side keep a lot of data on each other.” He grinned. “I think currently they’re 

like, generation Eleven? Twelve?” 

“Maybe,” I said unsure.  

“Try it.” 

I pulled my phone out and snapped it in. Perfect.  

“Thank you.” And I meant it. “What else is going on outside?” I asked. “How’s the four-armed 

devil?”  

“Dad!” squealed Courtney and Madison together. “We forgot!”  

“Where’s Dad? Is he safe?” asked Madison. 

Stefan looked suddenly uncomfortable. “He’s safe. He’s, um,” he glanced at me then down at the 

floor, “Well, he’s downstairs.” 

I ran into my bedroom. “What the fuck?” I shouted and ran back to Zayn.  

Stefan gave me a puzzled look.  

I pointed at the bedroom. “Heaven proof.” 

“Ah,” he nodded. “Interesting.” 

“He’s what?” said Zayn, pushing between us.  

Stefan’s eyes drifted to the bedroom. “Heaven-proof room? How did you do it?’  

“Focus,” shouted Zayn poking him in the chest.  

“Oh, right. Downstairs. My father is downstairs. I got him a beer out of the fridge. Your threshold 

wards are down, did you know?” 

“We know,” Zayn and I said.  



 

“He wants to ask if he can come in. I mean, he’s already in. He wants to know if he can take a break 

here. Been a long day.”  

Before we could continue the discussion of what to do with the demon king downstairs, a pair of 

feet descended through the hole in the roof followed by a pair of long, slim calves  

‘Go!” I said to Stefan. “Window. My room.” 

Unlike his sisters, Stefan had the sense to get the hell out when told to do so. Courtney and Madison 

popped their wings and with Stefan pulling them both, they jumped out my window.  

The Deev rose in a protective circle around Zayn and their Queen.  

And Zayn, showing some balls – figuratively, not literally –  let loose his Djinn magic and flamed 

on.  

I had Ophelia’s blue dagger in my hand. The Flashlight of Death didn’t work on Angels and that is 

who had come to call.  

  



 

 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE:  Ninety-degree Right Angel 

 

 

The Angel, male this time, was dark as espresso coffee. No jewelry but plenty of shiny armor. He 

held his hands out saying, “Pax. Peace. I come in peace.” 

“Oh yeah?” I snapped at him, “Prove it!”  

The Deev shouted, “Buzz de Buzzz de Buzzzbuzz.”  Which I assumed demanded the same thing.  

He looked at me, his large brown eyes blinking. ‘I uh, I don’t how,” he stammered. “Usually, people 

believe what I say.” 

I snorted my opinion of that.  

Alizee strolled out of the bedroom. She’d followed the girls to the window but hadn’t jumped with 

them. Yawning mightily and showing her formidable teeth, the tiger padded past the Angel and sat by Zayn, 

long tail curled around her enormous front paws.  

The Angel stared from me to the tiger and back. “Big tiger,” he whispered.  

“And magical. So don’t get any ideas of throwing Angel whammies at us.” I held up my dagger.  

He made the same hands-out gesture. “No Angel whammies. I work for the Order. We were at the 

Outpost in the Financial District.” 

I was about to ask if Graves was okay when the wolf-man himself pounded up the hallway stairs 

shouting “Morgan! Zayn”  

He was followed by three people in the black SWAT suits we’d seen far too much of in the past 

twenty-four hours. The Deev didn’t hesitate, led by the queen they swarmed them.  

Much yelling ensued but Zayn and I were busy in a group hug with our comrade all talking at 

once.  

Zayn: “We thought you were dead…”  

Graves: “Were dead…”  

Me: “That fucking bitch…”  

Everyone: “Augh!”  

Lightning bolts. 

Me: More swearing. 

In general: More lightning bolts and screaming.  

“Morgan, stop swearing!” howled Graves. 



 

“Call off the flying creatures!” pleaded the Angel.  

Zayn ordered the Deev to stop attacking and I made a zipping motion across my mouth.  

His team had lost their helmets, rather a few chunks of hair but not more than a pint of blood 

between them. They’d be fine.  

“Roberta, what’s the situation downstairs?” The Angle’s voice was deep and melodious.  

“No problem.” A woman stepped away from the rest, wiping blood on her sleeve from her nose. 

It looked like it might be broken. “Except there is a four-armed blue demon…” 

“He’s a pal,” I interrupted.  

The Angel lifted his brows. “You have a demon for a pal?”  

I shrugged, “I was babysitting his kids.”  

The Angel’s mouth made a little ‘O’ shape.  

“Demon, as I was saying,” continued the woman, “sitting on a bench drinking Corona and a line 

of people outside chanting ‘smoothies.’ Other than that, it’s clear.” 

I shot a look at Zayn. “Your smoothie zombies are here.” 

He flushed.  

“What’s a smoothie zombie?” Graves asked looking puzzled. “And why would they even think 

we were open? Djinn and Tonic looks like a bomb site.”  

“They need their fix.”  

Zayn pulled out his phone. “Stars and comets, it’s 7:30? How did it get to be morning? I need to 

open.”  

“Open?” Graves and I said together.  

“The pantry is undamaged and my mixer is fine.”  

It was indeed. That was one well-made mixer.  

Zayn powered down, shedding his Djinn-fueled aura.  

The Angel pointed at the closet. “First, if you please, an explanation. What was in the closet.”  

I looked at the floor, kicking at the plaster, “Um…. maybe some Furies.” 

“What?” said the Angel. “Could you speak up? Flurries?” 

“Furies,” said Zayn. “The Greek ones. Alecto, Megara, Tisiphone.” 

The Angel’s wings flashed opened and closed. They were a gorgeous mix of brown, black, and 

white. He stared into the dark recesses of the closet. “Furies. That’s not good. Could be worse though. 

Who else?” 

Zayn and I exchanged looks of alarm.  

“Else? You mean there’s more in there?” I asked moving to shut the door.  

Zayn beat me to it, slamming it closed.  



 

“Possibly. Most of the closets hold multiple deities and…” he paused, “creatures.” 

Creatures? That didn’t sound good.  

“Did you let them out?” the Angel asked Zayn.  

Zayn immediately pointed at me. “She did it.” 

I gave him a look of betrayal growling, “Snitches get stitches!” 

He backed away. “I’ve got to open.” And ran down the stairs followed by a cloud of Deev. 

Graves was staring at me. “What did he mean, you opened the closet?” 

I pointed at my chest, “Pure of heart.”  

Graves burst out laughing. “No, really,” he choked, his eyes watering. “How did you open the 

closet.” 

“Pure of heart,” I said again.  

This brought on a fresh round of laughter. “Who opened it?”  

I kicked him and he yelped, jumping back.  

“I fucking opened it!”  

“Awk!” said Graves as a streak of lightning zipped down.  

“Ophelia, that bitch of an Angel, said I was pure of heart.” 

Thunder rumbled and the hallway darkened. I went to stand in the threshold of the safe room 

adding, “Ass hole!”  

Graves looked… astounded was the only word for it. “You? You’re pure of heart?” 

I put my fists up, “Want to make something of it?”  

Graves ran for the stairs, “I have to help Zayn open the cafe.”  

“Jerk face,” I mumbled returning to the Angel. 

Alizee had stayed right where she was, undisturbed by the thunder or lightning.  She was inhaling 

deeply, nose in the air. She went to the Angel and began sniffing him all over.  

The Angel froze where he was.  

“Are you scared of tigers?” I asked. Ophelia hadn’t seemed scared of anything.  

“No,” he said unconvincingly.  

Alizee reared up on her hind legs, placing her front paws on his shoulders. The new Angel was 

nearly as tall as Ophelia, but he wasn’t even a stretch for the tiger.  

The Angel gulped.  

She opened her jaws and gave him a wet lick from cheek to cheek.  

He didn’t squeak but looked like he wanted to.  

Inspection over, she dropped back on all fours and walked leisurely to the stairs and down to the 

first floor followed by a yelp of surprise from someone.  



 

Another member of the Angel’s SWAT team ran up pointing back down, “There’s a tiger down 

there!”  

“We know,” said the rest of the team.  

“What do we do?” he asked.  

“Don’t make it mad,” said Roberta.  

She waved a commanding hand at her group. They fanned out to the other side of the hall. I 

didn’t know what they thought they’d find. Anyone could see the action was over. Maybe they thought 

we were hiding more big cats.  

The Angel asked, “Could you tell me what happened here?”  

And I did, starting with our suspicions regarding the racehorses and Veronica’s team. The 

racehorses looked like they were unrelated to the rebellion until Ophelia explained otherwise. I got to the 

part about Bethel and eventually rambled on to Inverness’s secret map.  

“Where’s the map now?” the Angel asked.  

“The other SWAT team, the bad one, took it and gave it back to Inverness. He’s the one who 

killed me, you know. And he’s still alive in an afterlife sense and kicking butt for the other side.” 

The Angel fanned his wings releasing the scent of cinnamon and cloves. He smelled nice. Like 

Christmas.  Much better than Ophelia’s cloying lily scent.  

I thought of Ophelia and Philippa. There was a roaring in my ears and the walls began to close in. 

Too much had happened today.  

“I have to go downstairs,” I said already halfway there.  

The Angel followed me down.  

Despite the mess, there were five or six people lined up by the wrecked counter. Zayn’s mixer 

was going full speed as he chopped fresh fruit. 

Courtney, Madison, and Stefan had returned. They were standing around Bethel who was under 

his human illusion. He had what looked like a fresh bottle of Corona in his hand. 

“We came back for Dad,” Courtney explained. “But he’s okay.” 

“I am indeed,” said the demon king. “Beer helps.”  

Stefan grabbed a fresh beer from the bench, the king had helped himself to a chilled six-pack, 

several maybe. He popped the top with his thumb and clinked bottles with his father. “Amen to that.” 

“Graves!” screamed a high-pitched voice from the doorway.  

Trahn ran in and flung her arms around Graves’ neck. He dropped to the floor as she began to 

nuzzle his neck and kiss the top of his head. “You came back, good dog!” 

Courtney, Madison, Stefan, and their dad looked at me in complete bewilderment.  



 

Motioning for them to draw close I whispered, “Humans see him in his outside form, a wolf. It’s 

part of his penance.” 

“Ohhhh,” they nodded in understanding.  

The Angel had transformed into a more normal-sized human of around six feet. Wings tucked 

away in their angelic pockets. The SWAT team remained upstairs presumably because of the civilians 

crowding inside. He looked around the room with a bemused expression.  

“Your outpost is…unusual.”  

“Is it?” I said. “A lot nicer than Veronique’s at least before those jerks wrecked it.” 

“I cannot disagree with that,” he said with feeling.  

That’s when I realized our alligator man and his big-ass tail were nowhere to be seen.  Upstairs or 

down.  

“Where’s Alistair? I asked.  

Graves’ head whipped around and Trahn probably saw his big wolf ears swivel to us. He couldn’t 

talk because Trahn was right there. But maybe all she would hear was barking as per the magic?  

I shook my head. Questions for another time.  

The Angel looked uncomfortable  

What’s your name?” I asked, tired of thinking of him as ‘the Angel.’ 

“Luke.” 

“Listen, Luke. Alistair is our pal. He did something bad. I am sure he’s sorry now. Is he coming 

back?” 

“That’s not for me to say.” 

He put up his hands in that same ‘peace’ gesture. “I do have something else to speak to you 

about. We understand Inverness and the Angel, Ophelia, were working with the rebels. Her daughter 

Philippa as well.” 

“Inverness killed me,” I was so proud of myself for not saying ‘fucking killed me’ and provoking 

lightning to rain down on Zayn’s smoothie-addicted customers. “Did you get him?” 

Luke shook his head. “No. He and Veronique escaped.”  

“Well, shi…crap.” 

“Inverness killed you?” Stefan asked, keeping his voice hushed so Trahn wouldn’t hear. “Your 

human self?” 

“Yes,” I said just as quietly.  “He shot me and my dog with help from some Angel. I’m not sure if 

it was Ophelia or not. It’s still blurry.”  

“He shot your dog?” Courtney hissed under her breath. “What a bastard. Do you remember his 

name? The dog, you know.” 



 

My eyes welled with unexpected tears. “No. I can’t remember.”  

“If I may continue?” Luke sounded a little annoyed. He probably wasn’t used to being 

interrupted up in Heaven.  

“Yeah, yeah,” I waved a hand, sniffling again. “Whatever. Not really feeling very 

interested in what you guys have to say right now.”  

He looked a little taken aback. Angels were such snobs.  

“What I wish to say is our regret over the loss of your life at the hands of one of our own 

hurts us deeply.” He bowed his head being all holy and solemn.  

“Yeah, me too,” I snapped. 

“Because of this, we will grant you a boon.” He gave me an expectant look.  

‘What’s a boon?’ my soupy brain asked. 

“Huh?” was my eloquent answer.  

He blinked. “Um, a boon. A wish. You understand what a wish is?” 

I gave him such a look and he hurried on.  

“Any wish. Though we cannot return you to life, regretfully. Or the other Earthbound 

who were murdered today. I’m sorry.” 

Graves had managed to wriggle away from Trahn. “You could ask for your memory 

back.”  

Luke shook his head. “Not possible. Ophelia and her team have done an excellent job. 

References to you in the Celestial records have been obliterated. And your memory,” he 

hesitated, “well, you know what they did to that.” 

I did. And now that I couldn’t have it, I realized that’s exactly what I wanted. My sense 

of self. It was what I had been searching for since landing back on earth. What made me…this 

not-in-it-for-the-greater-good trash-talking bitch? Not that I didn’t like this memory-impaired 

person, because I did. More and more. But I wanted to know how I got this way. After all, Graves 

knew he was a Loup Garou monster.  Alistair understood the bad choices he’d made that landed 

him here. But what about me?  

Even if the Celestials couldn’t restore my memory, I was positive bits of it were hiding in 

the spongy corners of my brain. Look how much I had remembered already? I just needed to find 

the right triggers. And I would. Or my name wasn’t Morgan Something! 

Graves put a hand on my shoulder.  

“You could ask to be assigned to cherry blossom fluffing or seashell placement,” Zayn 

said loudly from behind the counter. “You’ll meet such nice people.” He added the last part 

hopefully. As in, ‘you will meet people who are not us and go away!’ 



 

“How did you even hear what we were saying?” I shouted above the deafening roar of the 

blender.  

He shrugged.   

Queen Deev buzzed and the entire hoard joined in with their own opinions.  

I looked around the café, none of the humans seemed to notice them.  

“I’m cloaking the Persian pixies,” said Bethel.  

He’d been very quiet and I said so.  

He gave me a crooked smile. “This is my second six-pack. I am feeling no pain.  Oh, and 

the Queen Deev advises you to make my son,” he pointed at Stefan, “your love slave.” 

The Queen winked and made extravagant kissing sounds. 

Stefan looked alarmed as I gave him the once-over. 

Bethel chuckled and popped open another beer.  

Courtney raised a hand. “Pick me! Pick me!” 

I pointed at her. 

She smiled wickedly. “Ask for the ability to swear all you want.” 

Her sister held up a hand for a high five. “Fuck yeah!”  

They both laughed. 

A wish. Okay. Well. Gee. 

I looked around the room and at the people and whatevers inside.  

Since I couldn’t come back to life and I couldn’t regain my memory, it didn’t take long to 

decide. 

  



 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR: Team Spirits 

 

 

Alistair stood in all his green-scaled gator glory. Graves had an arm tightly around his 

waist and his head on the gator’s shoulder.  Zayn ran over from the counter to join in the manly 

group hug.   

The Angel did not look pleased with my wish. Heaven probably wanted to make an 

example out of the Puca.  

Not on my watch.  

Maybe I didn’t know much about my former self, but I was beginning to like the sassy bitch I 

seemed to be now.  

Trahn looked a little confused but assumed Alistair was just super happy to have his dog back. 

Zayn took her by the elbow and distracted her with the promise of a mango smoothie. Her eyes practically 

glazed over in anticipation.  

Zayn was a bad genie. Poor thing was addicted, I knew that now.  

I didn’t ask why Alistair did what he did, I didn’t have to. He told us.  

Philippa promised he and Graves could be together in their human forms inside the Outpost. All 

he had to do was drop the wards when she gave him the signal.  

I explained that Philippa’s mom had told her to kill Alistair and Graves back at Veronique’s. The 

only reason he was alive was due to Philippa’s attack of conscience. She was supposed to murder 

Veronique too, so the woman better watch her back.  

“And Inverness was okay with that?” Graves asked. 

“You saw him,” I said. “Didn’t he look okay with that to you? He murdered me, you know.” 

“What?” 

Alistair didn’t know. I explained.  

Poor Alistair turned several shades greener and had to be guided to the bench. Bethel moved over 

to make room.   

“He ordered us duct-taped to chairs, Alistair,” Graves said putting a hand on his leg. “You as well 

as me and you were supposedly helping Philippa.” 

 “Inverness was not on that list,” I explained. “Ophelia called him a weasel but somehow his 

skills were needed.”  

Alistair put his big gator head in his scaly hands and began to cry.  



 

The Angel was trying to look all stern and disapproving after my wish but it’s hard to 

stay mad at an alligator sobbing miserably in despair. Luke patted him on the shoulder eventually 

muttering, “There, there. At least you have your true friends back.” 

That made Alistair cry harder, sobbing, “I’m sorry. I’m so sorry.”  

Zee came down the stairs at the commotion and peeked around the corner. She was 

followed by the Angel’s SWAT team. 

I made shooing motions for all of them to get the heck back up.  

Madison and Courtney, seeing Zee, ran to her and the three squeezed with difficulty by 

the armed trio.  

With a look at his father, Stefan said, “I will keep an eye on them. In case something 

shows up. The Threshold shields are still down, anything could fly in.” 

“Is the Closet door closed?” Bethel asked. 

Stefan nodded. “Morgan and Zayn closed it again.” 

“Good.”  

Trahn called a cheerful “Bye!” and returned to the nail salon, smoothie in hand.  

“If you want your team to leave,” I said to Luke with emphasis on ‘you’ hoping he would 

take the hint and go, “you need to hide their weapons. They’ll scare the customers.” 

He looked doubtfully at the line of students and workers focused on Zayn and the 

blender. “Are you sure?” 

He had a point.  They weren’t exactly chanting “Smoothie. Smoothie. Smoothie,” but 

they were close.  

Besides, this was Southern California. They probably wouldn’t have cared about the 

SWAT team or Alizee unless she was handing them their order. And even then… 

We were going to have to do something about Zayn’s spellcasting. Smoothie-addicted 

zombies running around Colorado Avenue were an additional problem we didn’t need right now.  

Luke walked to his unit as they began shedding their guns and flak vests on the stairs. I 

ran to the broom closet in the back corner, kicking a broken table aside to open the door. Pulling 

out a handful of black trash bags, I handed them to the Angel.  They could hide everything in 

these.  

Alistair’s sobs had been reduced to wet sniffles and he and Graves had their heads 

together talking.  

Luke motioned for them to come closer and we all gathered together except for Zayn who 

couldn’t leave the counter. The Deevs were clustered near him still cloaked. The Queen flew to 

join or group. She was a warrior and part of this now, no matter her size.  



 

Bethel, only a little wobbly, joined the war council.  

“We have common enemies,” he explained with a hiccup. “All for one and one for all, 

etcetera, etcetera, etcetera.”  

I thought Luke would protest but he didn’t.  Desperate time makes for unlikely allies.  

“Gods and deities had been released in three other Outposts,” Luke said quietly. “All of 

the Earthbound demon squads on the West Coast have either been eliminated or joined the other 

side.” 

“What about Phoenix?” Bethel asked.  

“They’ve gone to the dark side. No help there.” 

Graves and Alistair exchanged appropriately concerned looks. I was watching the 

Angel’s Unit as they joined the smoothie line, scrutinizing the menu on the wall.  

More victims for Zayn. I hope they were stationed close by.  

“Morgan!” said Luke sharply.  

“What? Sorry. Dark side?” I smiled.  

“Your team is all we’ve got right now. Loyal Acolytes of the Order and other Celestials 

will be working with you.”  

I snorted. I didn’t have a lot of faith in their help. I laughed to myself. Faith was the right 

word.  

“How many of the old gods?” asked Graves.  

“A handful. All from diverse pantheons. At least they will not be working together. Your Furies, 

Morgan…” 

“Hey! They’re not my Furies,” I protested.  

Luke’s face said ‘yes, they are.’   

I made a ‘no they’re not’ face right back at him.  

He cleared his throat looking away. “As I was saying, the Furies and several other vengeance 

deities, a storm demon...” 

Alistair swiped at his long snout and cleared his throat, “Aries? Or any other war gods?” 

“No. No Gods of War that we know of. One of the Babylonian plague gods is loose and a 

Chinese plague demon. We think that was motivated by a desire for population control. That, along with 

justice seem to be the common denominators in the releases.”  

“If they’ve opened other Closets, then they have another pure-of-heart someone,” I pointed out.  

Luke nodded. “They must. Up in the Bureau, they are going through all the Earthbound records 

for this area to try and narrow it down. The thing is, Inverness fooled the Bureau into thinking he was 

dead.” 



 

“With Ophelia’s help,” I said.  

He looked sad. “That is true. And there could be other turncoats within our ranks even now.” 

“Bzz buzzed bazzz,” said the Queen pointing her sword at Luke’s nose.  

“Yeah,” I said getting her drift. “Like the Queen says, you could be one. How would we know?”  

Graves and Alistair shot me alarmed looks. They hadn’t been with Ophelia and probably still 

looked up to the Angels. 

“The Angels started it,” I said to them. “Don’t forget this is a Heaven-led rebellion.” 

They swiveled their stares to Luke who flushed.  

“Morgan is correct. None of us know who to trust.” 

I held up my hand, “Except for Inverness. We hella’ know not to trust him.” 

A rumble of thunder echoed overhead. I took that to mean Heaven agreed with me.  

Graves’ face turned hard and one of his wolf growls echoed in his chest. “Inverness. I will eat his 

heart.” 

And that was not a threat from Graves. That was a promise.  

“Get in line,” I told him just as seriously. “He killed me and my dog.”  

“I will do what I can,” said Bethel. “Not because they threatened my business.” He waved his 

hand dismissively. “I can always rebuild them. No. The rebels threatened my children and murdered my 

workers.” 

“Yeah, no one can murder your workers but you!” I chimed in.  

“Exactly…” he started to say before turning on me. “Not the point I was trying to make.”  

“Pax,” said Luke doing his hand thing. “Pax. Demon, human, and Angel can and will unite to 

bring balance back to the world.”  

Alistair and Graves were nodding and even the Queen buzzed in agreement.  

Me?  

I was looking at the front door.  

A tall man walked in. He was wearing loose jeans, a pearl button plaid shirt, a high-brimmed 

straw cowboy hat, and at the end of those very long legs, a pair of worn cowboy boots. He had a 

handsome, lived-in face like he spent a lot of time outdoors. Looking around the café, he spied us. A pair 

of white wings popped out and he smiled.  

Luke looked over his shoulder. “Oh good. That’s Travis. He will be your new Celestial liaison.”  

Taking off his hat, he walked to us, “Howdy ya’ll,” he drawled. He had thick dark blond hair that 

fell in waves to his collar.  

A cowboy Nephilim?  Working for us? 

“Hey, cowboy?” I called. 



 

He raised a manly eyebrow. “Yes, ma’am?” 

“You married?” 

“No, ma’am.” He smiled.  

Damn. The man had dimples.  

The afterlife was looking up.  

Zayn trotted over from the counter carrying a tray of open beer bottles.  

He handed one to Alistair, Graves, and me but only had a sidelong suspicious look to Travis and 

Luke.  

Graves nudged him. 

Zayn nudged him back, still scowling.  

Graves nudged him harder.  

 Reluctantly dragging his feet, he went back for two more.  

Since Zayn had initiated this, we waited for him to start after handing Luke and Travis their 

drinks. 

He raised his bottle and we all followed suit. 

“To teamwork?” Zayn said, a question in his voice.  

We held up our bottles and Bethel and Stefan joined in with their Coronas. 

“Teamwork,” said Graves.  

“Teamwork,” said Alistair.  

“Fuck yeah!” I cheered, clinking my bottle to theirs. 

Lighting flashed and thunder shook Djinn and Tonic.  

Alistair, Graves, and Zayn looked at each other and smiled. 

“Fuck yeah!” they all chorused.  

To be continued… 
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